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I’d like to start by acknowledging the land I have the privilege to live and work on. I 
believe a land acknowledgement is about understanding our personal relationship 
with the land we are on, and how we got here. For me, both sides of my family 
originate in Eastern Europe and came to this land as Holocaust survivors and 
refugees, who were given sanctuary from violent persecution and complete 
displacement. And on both sides, I am the second generation to be born on this 
territory which itself came from the violent persecution of indigenous people. 

By acknowledging the Lenni Lenape and Wingohocking communities, I can begin to 
embody the Jewish value of tikkun olam – healing the world through reparative 
social justice.

So with that, I acknowledge that I currently reside on the unceded ancestral 
Indigenous territory of the Lenni Lenape and Wingohocking people of the Delaware 
watershed who stewarded these lands for centuries and continue to do so.
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Several years ago, a friend sent me a text saying “I’m at a dinner party and there’s a 
small Jewish thing on the door. What is it?”. I excitedly spiraled into an explanation 
of a mezuzah, a traditional piece of Judaica that is affixed to the doorposts of 
Jewish homes. These decorative cases hold a miniscule scroll of parchment, which 
contains a handwritten holy prayer for wellness and security. There are many 
mezuzot traditions around moving, illness, and, annual housekeeping. And while 
there are many historic examples in museum collections, these objects are actively 
used in Jewish households today. This moment sparked for me a realization that 
Jewish history, religion, ritual, and learning all had strong material culture 
components.
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The preservation of Judaica and Jewish history, in its material, intellectual and 
spiritual forms can be considered a sacred obligation. One of the daily Jewish prayers 
includes the Hebrew phrase - L’Dor v’Dor - from generation to generation -- an appeal 
to pass things on. This parallels the American Institute for Conservation Code of 
Ethics, which states that material heritage has “an invaluable and irreplaceable legacy 
that must be preserved for future generations.”

As an engaged member of the Jewish community and a trained preventive 
conservator, I am uniquely positioned to discuss both the tangible and intangible 
aspects of preserving Jewish heritage. I am using this presentation as an opportunity 
to share with you the process of how this unique work came to be. 
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I grew up in a Conservative Jewish home in West Orange, NJ. I am the grandchild of 4 
Holocaust survivors, immigrants who came to this country as refugees. We kept a 
kosher kitchen, went to synagogue regularly and celebrated all the holidays. I went to 
Solomon Schechter Day school in North Jersey from Preschool through 8th grade. It 
was an egalitarian learning environment and we spent half of each day learning 
Hebrew and Religious topics. I grew up immersed in Jewish culture, tradition, and 
community.
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I was always an art kid. I always made art on my own, but in high school I went to a 
summer art camp, called Snow Farm, that had several studios designated to different 
media. And so that’s where I got into metalsmithing. That experience was so 
foundational for me (in so many ways) but particularly in terms of exposure to 
different materials, studios and tools.
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So I knew I liked art and making stuff. I knew I liked school and science and also
animals?. So I applied to college and went to Kent State as a double major in 
metalsmithing and pre-veterinary science. 

I moved to Kent Ohio, which was also a big culture shock. I was the first Jewish 
person that many people had met. I became very involved with the Hillel – Jewish 
student group on campus and continued to develop my own relationship with 
Judaism as an adult.
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My freshman year, I found out about art conservation – and I realized that that’s what 
I was trying to do with the art and the veterinary science – was put them together 
into something. Turns out - There’s a whole field that does that and it’s called 
material science and you can use it to work in museums. I switched my academics 
around to major in art history and metalworking.

In order to apply to graduate school there’s a laundry list of requirements including 
art history, two years of college chemistry, several hundred hours of internship 
experience and a portfolio of conservation treatment and studio art. In recent times, 
there have been more conversations about what types of barriers these requirements 
are putting on the system, but in my time that was not the case! Finding out about 
the requirements as a freshman was great because I kind of planned the next several 
years so I could cross off things the list. I graduated and lived in Cleveland for several 
years and did what we call “pre-program” conservation work: which includes working 
in conservation labs as “not-yet-a- conservator”, almost like an apprenticeship.

During that time, I worked at the Cleveland Museum of Art, a regional conservation 
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lab called ICA, and several private practice labs. And was able to apprentice across all 
sorts of materials and museum needs – exhibition, storage, transport, outreach, and,
maintenance.

After 4 years of applying, I finally got into grad school.
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Circle back to the mezuzah. I knew I wanted to work with Judaica, and Jewish 
material culture, because I loved it, I grew up surrounded by it, and it’s so cool and I 
could talk about it forever.

In the same kind of planning way, I wanted to figure out how to use my graduate 
education to learn what I needed to learn to best support these specific collections. 
So, part of what that meant for me was putting together a survey that asked Jewish 
collections “hey who are you?!” “Who is working in this field? What kind of stuff do 
you have? What materials are represented? Do you have any holy objects? DO they 
have special requirements?” And so on
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the results of that survey were so interesting –

My first takeaway was – that of the 72 member organizations of the council of 
American Jewish museums, only 2 have full-time, trained conservators on staff. Many 
folks are doing collection care work, perhaps without formal training. To me, this 
indicated a void – a space where someone with this training could support the people 
already doing the work.
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Next - I learned that these collections are basically everything. What is a Jewish 
collection and where does it live? The answer was everything and everywhere - it is 
all of the materials in all sorts of institutions – ranging for designated Jewish art 
museums to local historical societies, Jewish community centers and synagogues. 
With all sorts of employees and funding sources and involvement with the 
community or congregation – all of it. 

The biggest takeaway is that, like this mezuzah, Jewish collections are composite – in 
terms of materials, perspectives, and uses. 
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Okay so what does that mean for conservation – conservators specialize by material –
so what material am I going to focus on that makes the most sense for this data. Okay 
well paper is a lot by volume, the “objects category” is maybe the most diverse in 
terms of number of materials you can hit - but there’s a new field that is emerging in 
earnest called Preventive Conservation. I like to describe it as being a primary care 
physician as opposed to a heart surgeon. Being able to be a materials generalist –
have the materials science background for a little bit of everything with an 
understanding of different sorts of institutions and systems, I hoped to situate myself 
where I could be a consultant to a diverse audience of Jewish institutions and 
materials. And so, the past few years in grad school years has been figuring out what 
that means because I’m kind of inventing it. 
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So, I applied to the DELPHI program with all of this in mind – I wanted to better 
understand how to communicate all of this lofty thinking outward to a wide variety of 
audiences, diverse in both their Jewish backgrounds and their material culture and 
collection care backgrounds. 

My biggest takeway from DELPHI was not so much about creating a single deliverable 
– these could take many formats and could change throughout your career. What 
became apparent to me was the importance of situating myself as THE person to 
have this conversation – at the intersection of Jewish culture and collection care. 
CLICK As an engaged member of the Jewish community, a Jewish Day School 
graduate, and the grandchild of Holocaust survivors, I grew up immersed in Jewish 
culture and surrounded by Judaica. As a trained art conservator, I am uniquely 
positioned to discuss the materiality of these objects and support their ongoing use 
and preservation. CLICK As an engaged member of each of these communities, I am 
able to share information outward and across fields.
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Which is why I began this conversation with my Holocaust survivor grandparents and 
Day School education because – I came to realize the importance of these factors in 
the story I was telling, even though they weren’t “academic” qualifications. They do
however, make me an expert in being my own kind of Jewish and the ability to code 
switch and converse with members of the Jewish community in a way makes me a 
trusted resource.
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After this realization I started doing two things: reading and networking. 

I started by reaching out to the host of one of my personal favorite podcasts –
Judaism Unbound. Rabbi Lex Rofeberg was happy to chat with me about my work and 
I left the conversation with a reading list. I read Vanessa Ochs “New Jewish Ritual” 
and reached out to her to discuss the book. She introduced me to one of her 
students, Rachel Gross, who had recently published “Jewish Nostalgia as Religious 
Practice” --- and on and on. This has been a rich and meaningful experience, as 
connecting with like-minded, passionate individuals is inspiring and energizing. 
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It eventually lead me an invitation to participate in the Council for American Jewish 
Museums biweekly Talking Circles – which are informal spaces for Jewish museum 
leaders to discuss specific topics, issues, or case studies. Attending these meetings 
opened huge doors for me and I began to connect individually with these leaders 
with whom I was having these group conversations. And now have a network of more 
than 150 Jewish Museum professionals and growing.
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Over the past two years or so I have been presenting about all of this - about 
preservation, Jewish material culture - and sometimes both. This had led to 
invitations to speak, attend museum exhibition openings, opportunities to work with 
contemporary artists and small synagogue collections.
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I was invited to be on a panel discussion by the University of Delaware Jewish Studies 
Department to discuss caring for sacred objects. I have upcoming publications 
including an essay in a book and a spot giving a talk similar to this one at ShavuotLive, 
a Festival of Digital Jewish Learning. After connecting at an exhibition, I built a custom 
rolled storage solution for Arielle Tonkin's Hybrid Ritual Object. And i've been 
connecting with many folks via email and zoom to chat about Judaica preservation 
and share this work.
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All the while, I have been a Preventive Conservation Fellow at the Conservation 
Center for Art and Historic Artifacts in Philadelphia. I have spent the year partnering 
with small institutions in need of formal Preservation Assessments, presenting 
preservation education in a variety of formats and engaging local community 
collections with preservation support for their archives and historic artifacts. I have 
been producing collection care educational content, holding agenda-free office hours, 
and offering tangible preservation support for specific objects and sites. I am 
producing a Preservation Glossary that meets new learners where they are, while 
introducing useful preservation terms and images.
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All of this lives on my website, which links to an ongoing annotated bibliography 
about Jewish material culture and collections, an interactive resource with links to 
helpful preservation resources, and my portfolio of conservation projects
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This work is especially relevant as the last remaining of the Survivor Generation pass 
away, and our collective Jewish memory shifts from one of experience and stories to 
the objects and archives that are left behind. Additionally, as antisemitic language 
and violence continue to rise at an alarming rate, again threatening the existence of 
the Jewish people, I argue that preserving Jewish material culture is part of Jewish 
continuity and the need is growing more urgent. Large, destructive, anti-Jew violence 
is even here at UD's Chabad, which was destroyed by arson in 2020. Going forward, I 
hope to become a resource for organizations and private collections and to work 
towards the preservation of the Jewish people.
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